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Abstract
Indoor climate fluctuations are regarded as one of the major risks for the emergence of damage in historical works
of art. For a safe preservation of their art objects museums try to minimize this risk, which is typically done by imposing strict limitations on the indoor temperature and humidity conditions. The high energy demand resulting from
this approach, however, undermines the aim of preeminent museums to execute a sustainable preservation strategy
of their collections. A rational improvement of this aspect asks for detailed information on the history of museum
objects, complemented by a thorough comprehension of the failure and deformation behaviour of museum objects
under indoor climate fluctuations. Accordingly, in this paper the hygro-mechanical response of mock-ups of historical
Dutch cabinet door panels made of oak wood is examined under several relative humidity variations. In specific, the
mock-ups were subjected to (i) an instantaneous decrease of 40% relative humidity, (ii) eight successive, instantaneous drops of 5% relative humidity, and (iii) a varying relative humidity profile ranging between 35 and 71%. The shrinkage characteristics of mock-ups are translated to their damage susceptibility using an analytical hygro-mechanical
bi-layer model. This model shows that restrained hygral shrinkage may originate from: (i) a difference in moisture
content across the thickness direction of the panel, or (ii) a directional difference in the coefficient of hygroscopic
expansions of structural components forming a coherent connection. The first type of shrinkage occurs in the
outer regions of the panel thickness, while the second type of shrinkage takes place at the cleated ends. Further, by
accounting for the age-dependency of the fracture strength of oak wood, a clear distinction can be made between
the damage susceptibility of new door panels and historical door panels present in museum cabinets. The six main
conclusions of the experimental study—conveniently summarized at the end of this paper—provide a scientific basis
for the understanding of shrinkage cracks and dimensional changes observed on decorated oak wooden panels in
historical Dutch cabinets, and thus may assist in advising museums on future sustainable preservation strategies and
rational guidelines for indoor climate specifications.
Keywords: Historical museum objects, Mock-ups, Restrained hygral shrinkage, Damage resistance, Sustainable
preservation
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Introduction
The protection and preservation of works of art is
important, as these objects constitute a significant part
of our cultural heritage. Museums are responsible for
safely preserving works of art and making their collections accessible to the public. This task is challenging:
Indoor climate fluctuations, often caused by the entering public, may induce undesirable deformations and
damage in the displayed objects, and therefore form a
major concern to conservators and curators. Since the
late nineteenth century the environmental control of
museums has developed substantially, which, from the
1970s until the end of the twentieth century, has led to
the formulation of specific conditions for indoor temperature and relative humidity fluctuations [1, 2]. In
order to prevent climate-induced damage of susceptible
art objects, these environmental guidelines prescribe
strict limitations on indoor climate conditions. This
results in a low risk preservation of susceptible collections, at the expense of high energy demands and costs.
Only since the beginning of the twenty-first century
museums tend to strive for a more sustainable collection management, by exploring whether strict indoor
climate conditions can be relaxed without introducing
an unacceptable risk of damage. Within the conservation community, this approach has been intensively
debated [3–8], whereby three distinct positions are
taken [1], based on (i) precautionary safety, (ii) proven
safety and (iii) pragmatic risk management. To support
the debate and find consensus among the distinct positions on sustainable collection management, additional

Fig. 1 A selection of Dutch cabinets on stands decorated with marquetry
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scientific research on the origin of climate-induced
damage of museum objects is of utmost importance [1,
9].
Recently, various research efforts aimed at understanding and improving preservation procedures for historical
works of art. For example, the Furniture Conservation
Department of the Rijksmuseum has carried out several challenging conservation treatments on cabinets
on stands decorated with marquetry [10, 11]. During
the late seventeenth century these cabinets were very
popular in the Netherlands, because of the magnificent, decorative surface layers applied on the large flat
doors, see Fig. 1. In 2010, the Rijksmuseum organized a
masterclass in which 17 pairs of Dutch seventeenth-century cabinet doors were studied extensively [10]. Despite
the variety in substrate structures and construction
methods used, all doors showed shrinkage cracks, see
Fig. 2, and some doors were slightly warped. Inspired by
these observations, a combined experimental–numerical study was initiated regarding the influence of historical and current indoor climate variations within a castle
on the risk of damage to historical wooden door panels,
see [12]. From similar grounds, the behaviour of two
historical wooden pianofortes under mechanical and
hygral loading was analysed numerically in [13], providing detailed insight into the damage observed on these
objects. The mechanical interactions between the poplar substrate and the frame of the Mona Lisa, painted by
Leonardo da Vinci, were experimentally investigated in
[14]. The hygro-mechanical performance of the painting was determined, from which an estimation could be
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Fig. 2 Shrinkage cracks (indicated by the white arrows) in the oak substrate

made of the appropriateness of the climate conditions
applied in the exhibition room. The research reported in
[15] focused on monitoring the dimensional response of
an altarpiece located in a church in Italy, which made it
possible to advise on the specific settings of the heating
system used in the church. In [16–18], experimental tests
were combined with numerical modelling to characterize
the fatigue behaviour of mock-ups of single board panel
paintings under sinusoidal, relative humidity fluctuations. In [19] mock-ups of panel paintings were subjected
to step variations of the ambient relative humidity, in
order to obtain detailed insight into their hygro-mechanical response.
In addition to research performed on specific objects,
the ongoing debate within the conservation community
regarding appropriate sustainable museum environments also revealed the need to provide the preservation
of large museum collections with a firm, scientific basis
[9, 20]. For this purpose, several long-term, multidisciplinary research projects were initiated, like the Managing Collection Environments Initiative by the Getty
Conservation Institute [21], and the Climate4Wood
project by the Eindhoven University of Technology,
Delft University of Technology, Rijksmuseum and Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands [22, 23]. The
first project addresses compelling research questions
related to the control and management of museum environments suitable for susceptible collections [21]. The
response of hygroscopic materials and objects has been
studied under climate fluctuations, and epidemiology
[24] has been applied to susceptible objects in order to
identify how the object condition or the adverse effect
of the environment appears within large museum collections. In the second project the material properties,

indoor climate conditions, and type of construction of
decorated oak wood panels present in the Rijksmuseum
collection are investigated by combining an extensive
museum study with advanced numerical modelling and
dedicated laboratory and in-situ experiments [23]. From
the museum study a large amount of data was collected
in a systematic fashion; these data has been used (i) as
input for experimental, numerical and in-situ studies on
oak wood panels, and (ii) for constructing a reference
case that can be employed for determining the condition
of similar collections present in other museums. In addition, the possibility of a causal connection between the
panel characteristics and the climate history of objects
has been explored.
As part of the Climate4Wood project, in the present
communication the hygro-mechanical response of mockups of historical Dutch cabinet door panels made of oak
wood is examined experimentally under several relative
humidity variations. More specifically, the mock-ups are
subjected to (i) an instantaneous decrease of 40% relative humidity, (ii) 8 successive, instantaneous drops of
5% relative humidity, and (iii) a varying relative humidity profile ranging between 35 and 71%. The effect of the
presence of cleated ends and veneer layers on restrained
hygral shrinkage of the oak wood door panels is explored
by distinguishing two basic types of shrinkage mechanisms. Further, the shrinkage response of the mock-ups is
translated to their damage susceptibility using an analytical hygro-mechanical bi-layer model. In accordance with
these research tasks, the paper is organized as follows.
The “Experimental program” section discusses the experimental program, whereby the mock-ups, their preparation, the test set-up and the measurement scheme are
described. The “Experimental results mock-ups A and
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B” and the “Experimental results mock-ups C, D, E and
F” sections treat the experimental results for the different mock-ups, analysing the time evolution of the panel
deformations, the origin of restrained hygral shrinkage,
and the risk of damage. Also, the development of the
moisture profiles in the mock-ups is analysed. The six
main conclusions of the experimental study are outlined
in the “Conclusions” section.

Experimental program
The damage observed on door panels of historical Dutch
cabinets is illustrated in Fig. 2, and, as reported in [10,
25], may be induced by indoor climate fluctuations.
The present work aims at gaining more insight into this
aspect, by performing an experimental program in which
the deformation response and damage resistance of
mock-ups of cabinet door panels under relative humidity
fluctuations is analysed. Two mock-ups—referred to as
mock-ups A and B—were subjected to a single decrease
and multiple stepwise decreases in relative humidity,
respectively, and four mock-ups—referred to as mockups C to F—were exposed to a varying relative humidity profile ranging between 35 and 71%. Mock-ups C to
F also consider the influence of the presence of cleated
ends and veneer layers on the panel response, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Mock‑ups

Historical Dutch cabinet doors typically consist of an oak
wood substrate that is covered by veneer layers, mouldings and/or a surface coating, see Fig. 1. The substrate
comprises several quarter-sawn oak boards, which are
Mock-up: A,B,D

Mock-up: C

connected to form a flat structure. The veneer layers are
applied plain or as marquetry, and consist of specific
wood species, possibly combined with other materials,
such as bone, turtle shell and ivory. The characteristics
of the historical Dutch cabinet doors were systematically
documented in the Rijksmuseum study [23]. This provided a useful source of information for the geometrical
design of mock-ups A to F, see Fig. 3, and for the wood
species, type of joints and type of veneer layers used. One
practical limitation that had to be overcome related to
the dimensions of the mock-up, which were restricted by
the size of the climate chamber and by the limited thickness of the oak boards provided. Since this reduction in
dimension was only small, the mock-up dimensions may
be nevertheless considered as representative of door panels commonly present in historical cabinets.
Mock-ups A, B and D were composed of an oak substrate restrained by cleated ends, which does not have
veneer layers attached to the front and back sides, see
Fig. 3. The substrate was composed of five boards, where
three boards were placed side by side with parallel grain
directions. Two smaller boards, i.e., the cleated ends,
were placed at the top and bottom sides of these three
boards. The grain direction of the cleated ends was oriented perpendicular to the grain direction of the three
boards. The three parallel boards were connected by a
butt joint with animal glue, while the cleated ends were
connected to the three boards by a tongue-and-grove
joint with animal glue.
For mock-ups C to F the substrate was constructed in
a similar fashion as described above. The effect by the
cleated ends on the panel behaviour was considered by
Mock-up: F

Mock-up: E

Cleated end
Board
Veneer layer

Unrestrained
substrate
No veneer layers
Restrained substrate
No veneer layers

Unrestrained
substrate
Veneer layers
Restrained substrate
Veneer layers

Fig. 3 Mock-up composition. The mock-ups have a restrained (A, B, D and F) or unrestrained (C and E) oak substrate, where only mock-ups E and F
have plain teak veneer layers. Animal glue is used for the joints and for the attachment of the veneer layers to the oak substrate. The grain directions
in the boards and cleated ends are indicated by arrows
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Table 1 Dimensions mock-ups
Mock-up h

h1

h2

h3

w

w1

w2

w3

t

A

49.0

633.2

48.0

546.0

165.0

206.0

175.0

14.35

t
h3

730.2

B

731.7

49.8

631.4

50.5

546.0

186.5

214.5

145.0

14.64

C

629.0

–

629.0

–

545.9

165.7

196.0

184.2

14.38

D

732.3

49.0

632.3

51.0

546.6

168.5

229.3

148.8

14.48

E

629.0

–

629.0

–

546.0

158.0

220.5

167.5

15.52a

F

732.1

48.8

634.5

48.8

545.7

160.2

216.7

168.8

15.52a

h2 h

w1

w2
w

w3

h1

All measures are in millimetres. Note that the values not provided for h1 and h3 are due to the absence of cleated ends for the unrestrained mock-ups C and E
a

The thickness of the veneer layers is equal to 0.5 mm

selecting restrained (i.e., cleated ends present) and unrestrained (i.e., cleated ends absent) oak substrates, see
Fig. 3, and comparing the responses of mock-ups C and
D, and mock-ups E and F. This selection was motivated
from the museum study reported in [25], where for the
historical door panels analysed these two types of substrates typically showed to have the most and least damage, respectively. In addition, the influence of plain teak
veneer layers on the panel response was studied by considering two cases: (i) a mock-up with an unrestrained
(C) or a restrained (D) substrate, but without veneer
layers and (ii) a mock-up with an unrestrained (E) or a
restrained (F) substrate with veneer layers at both the
front and back sides. The grain directions of the veneer
layers coincided with those of the three oak wooden
boards below. The dimensions of mock-ups A to F are
listed in Table 1.
Preparation mock‑ups

The mock-ups were composed of oak boards provided
by the University of Amsterdam, Faculty of Humanities,
Department of Arts & Culture. The boards were stored
for at least 10 years in the Ateliergebouw of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam at a temperature of 20 ◦ C ± 2 ◦ C
and a relative humidity of 50% ± 5% in the winter and
55% ± 5% in the summer. The boards were quarter-sawn,
had a relatively small annual ring width between 2 and 7
mm, and almost had no imperfections, thereby accurately
mimicking the high-quality characteristics of historical
cabinet doors. The animal glue used for the joints and the
attachment of the veneer layers to the oak substrate was
composed of a solution of bone and hide glue in a ratio
one to one. The water to glue ratio of the solution was
two to one.

The mock-ups were made by a senior furniture conservator at the Department of Conservation and Scientific
Research of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. After construction, the mock-ups were kept in the Ateliergebouw
of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam in a stable indoor climate (temperature of 20 ◦ C ± 2 ◦ C and relative humidity
of 50% ± 5% in the winter and 55% ± 5% in the summer).
For the performance of the experimental tests, the
mock-ups were transported to the climate chamber of
the Structures Laboratory of the Eindhoven University
of Technology, where they were kept at a temperature
of 20 ◦ C ± 2 ◦ C and a relative humidity of 60% ± 5% for
about three months. Prior to testing, the measurement
devices where attached to the mock-ups, after which the
mock-ups were included in the test set-up.
Test set‑up

The experimental tests were performed in a Memmert
ICH750 climate chamber at the Building Physics Laboratory of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The
dimensions of the climate chamber are such that a homogeneous indoor climate could be ensured during testing.
The mock-ups were placed in a custom-made stand in the
middle of the climate chamber, whereby all surfaces were
freely exposed to the surrounding air, see Fig. 4. Two layers of Teflon were placed between the mock-ups and the
stand to minimize the contact friction. The wires of the
measurement devices were conducted through a hole
located at the backside of the climate chamber. Behind
the climate chamber, the wires were connected to a data
acquisition system that transmitted the measured data
to a computer. The measurement time interval was set
to 120 s, in order to follow the response of the mock-ups
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LVDT

Strain gauge
MC device
T and RH sensor

Aluminium stand

Teflon

Fig. 4 Test set-up: mock-ups E (unrestrained substrate with veneer layers; left) and C (unrestrained substrate without veneer layers; right) inside the
climate chamber

accurately while keeping the processing of the measurement data feasible.
Measurements

Various measurement devices were used in order to
accurately capture the hygro-mechanical response of
the mock-ups. The displacement, strain, moisture content, temperature and relative humidity were monitored
at a number of locations, see Fig. 5. Solartron SM3 linear variable displacement transformers (LVDTs) were
glued to the mock-up surfaces to measure local displacements. A calibration was performed to check the
linearity of the LVDTs, which resulted in an accuracy
of ± 0.0075 mm . Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo PFLW-30-11
strain gauges were selected to measure local strains.
These special purpose strain gauges are designed for
long-term measurements on wood exposed to humid
conditions. A two-component hygroscopic PS polyester adhesive was used to glue the strain gauges to the
mock-up surfaces. The measuring of the moisture content, which complies with EN 16682 [26], occurred at
the half-depth of the mock-ups with a Brookhuis MCM
Sensor (serial number 0302128), whereby the response
was obtained from an indirect method based on the
electrical resistance of the wood. Sorption experiments

were performed in order to calibrate the moisture content sensor. The temperature and relative humidity in
the climate room were determined by using Humitter 50U/50Y(X) sensors. The sensor accuracy obtained
after calibration is ± 0.6 ◦ C and ± 3% relative humidity.
The measurement devices for mock-ups A and B were
located such that the response of the left board and the
response at the glue joints with the adjacent board and
cleated ends were captured in detail, whereby the main
purpose was to gain more insight into local dimensional
changes at connections and their relation to the location of possible shrinkage cracks, see Fig. 5a. Six LVDTs
were placed in horizontal direction to measure the displacement in the radial material direction of the oak
wood substrate (LVDT 1, 2 and 3 on the front surface and
LVDT 5, 6 and 7 on the back surface). The LVDTs were
located at the middle of the board and close to the cleated
ends to analyse the restraining effect of the cleated ends
on the deformation response of the panel. Two vertical
LVDTs were used to measure the response in longitudinal material direction of the substrate (LVDT 4 and 8
on the front and back sides, respectively). In addition, a
total of 26 strain gauges was used; 13 on the front side
of the mock-up and 13 on the back side. The locations of
the strain gauges were selected such that the following
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FRONT
1

4

2
LVDT1

3

BACK
18

5

17
16

14

15
LVDT5

MC1
MC2
6
LVDT2

7

8

MC3
RH/T

RH/T

MC4

20
21

LVDT8

LVDT4
LVDT3
9

11
12

10

13

26

MC5

a

9
LVDT2

LVDT1
LVDT3

5

6

b

2

4

3

24
25

23

BACK
10

11

22

21

LVDT4

LVDT6

7

19 18

8

LVDT5 20
LVDT7

17

LVDT8

16

RH/T

RH/T

1

LVDT7
22

Mock-ups A and B.

FRONT

MC1

19
LVDT6

MC2

14
15

13

12

Mock-ups C to F, for which only mock-ups D and F are equipped with cleated ends.

Fig. 5 Measurement scheme for mock-ups A and B (a) and C to F (b). The locations of the displacement transformers (LVDT), strain gauges
(numbers), moisture content sensors (MC) and temperature (T) and relative humidity sensors (RH) are indicated. Strain gauge group 3,11,16,24
depicted in a was only used on mock-up A. Strain gauge groups 3,14 and 4,15 depicted in b were only used on mock-ups D and F

aspects could be captured: The effect of the cleated ends
on the deformation behaviour of the substrate, possible
out-of-plane displacements of the substrate (warping),
the orthotropic material behaviour of the oak wood substrate and the response at the glue joints. In addition,

four moisture content sensors were located at the centre
of the left and right boards (MC 1 to 4), and one sensor
was located at the right board, close to the cleated end
(MC 5). Two temperature and relative humidity sensors
(RH/T) were applied to measure the ambient climate
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conditions at the centre of the front and back surfaces of
the mock-ups. Two additional temperature and relative
humidity sensors were located halfway in between the
mock-up surfaces and the front and back sides of the climate chamber, in order to confirm that the climate established inside the climate chamber was homogeneous; this
indeed appeared to be the case.
Compared to mock-ups A and B, the locations of the
measurement devices for mock-ups C to F were chosen
more uniformly across the panel, such that variations of
the response across the specimen could be clearly identified, see Fig. 5b. The mock-ups were equipped with eight
horizontal LVDTs to measure the displacement in radial
material direction (LVDT 1, 2, 3 and 4 on the front surface and LVDT 5, 6, 7 and 8 on the back surface). The
LVDTs were located close to the upper cleated end, one
on each of the three vertical boards and one covering
the total width of the mock-ups. Mock-ups C and E were
equipped with 18 strain gauges (SG 1, 2, 5–11 on the
front surface and SG 12, 13, 16–22 on the back surface)
and mock-ups D and F were equipped with 22 strain
gauges (SG 1–11 on the front surface and SG 12–22 on
the back surface). The strain gauges were positioned on
the boards and across the glue joints. Two moisture content sensors (MC 1 and MC 2) were applied, one at the
centre of the left board and one at the bottom of the right
board. In addition, two temperature and relative humidity sensors (RH/T) were placed at the centre of the mockups, close to the front and back surfaces.

comparable. These humidity changes obviously are larger
than those currently defined as acceptable for indoor
museum conditions; nonetheless, they are assumed to be
representative of the more extreme, uncontrolled variations experienced during manufacturing and the early
history of the museum object. Mock-ups C to F were
subjected to a continuously varying relative humidity
profile (at a constant temperature of 20 ◦ C) illustrated in
Fig. 6c. This humidity profile is based on measurement
data obtained from the Grand Salon of the Amerongen
Castle, located in Amerongen, The Netherlands. The
measurement data were provided by the Chair of Building Physics of the Eindhoven University of Technology,
and were obtained by measuring the indoor climate in
the Grand Salon from 2010 until 2014 [12]. During this
4-year period, the largest fluctuations in relative humidity
were measured in the winter of 2012, from 26 January to
24 February, which were used as a basis for the humidity
profile applied in the experiments. Note from Fig. 6c that
the experimental relative humidity profile varies between
35 and 71%, and slightly differs from the measured profile
in the Amerongen Castle; however, since the differences
are small, the experimental profile may be assumed to be
representative of the measured climate conditions. Considering that cabinet door panels in museums typically
are exposed to climate conditions that are much more
strict, this humidity profile can be regarded as a serious
test case for the damage resistance of door panels.

Time‑averaged strain

Deformation response

From the strain profile measured the time average is
determined in order to facilitate the comparison of
strain responses at different measurement locations and
between different mock-ups. This measure gives a good
indication of how a deformation on average has evolved
in time. The time average of the strain ǫa is characterized
by the area under the strain-time curve, divided by the
total time:

1 t
ǫa =
ǫ̂(t)dt,
(1)
t 0

The time evolutions of horizontal strains measured in
mock-ups A and B are, respectively, depicted in Figs. 7
and 8 for a selection of strain gauges. In accordance with
Fig. 5a, the strain gauges selected can be assembled in
groups with a similar location, which is the group of
strain gauges 6,19 attached to one of the three boards
at the half-length of the panel, the group 2,9,15,22
attached to one of the boards near a cleated end, and the
group 1,10,14,23 attached to a cleated end. The strain
responses of the first two groups are depicted in Figs. 7a
and 8a, while the response of the latter group is shown
in Figs. 7b and 8b, together with the corresponding relative humidity profile taken from Fig. 6. The responses
measured by the other strain gauge groups shown in the
overview of Fig. 5a are omitted in Figs. 7 and 8, since
the trends are qualitatively similar to those of the three
strain gauge groups depicted. For completeness, however, further in this communication the time-averaged
strain value and the final strain value measured by these
additional strain gauge groups will be analysed and compared to the time-averaged values of the current three
strain gauge groups.

where ǫ = ǫ̂(t) is the total strain and t is the time.
Boundary conditions

The relative humidity profiles applied to the mock-ups
are depicted in Fig. 6. Mock-ups A and B were subjected
to single and multiple stepwise decreasing relative humidity profiles, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 6a and b. The
temperature was kept constant at 20 ◦ C. For both profiles the total drop in relative humidity is from 60 to 20%,
with the total duration of the humidity profiles being

Experimental results mock‑ups A and B
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Fig. 6 Time evolution of the relative humidity applied to mock-ups A (a), B (b) and C to F (c). During testing the temperature was kept constant at
20 ◦ C
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15,22
2,9

19
6

a

14,23
1,10

b

Fig. 7 Time evolution of horizontal strains in mock-up A for a selection of strain gauges. a Group of strain gauges 6,19 attached to a board at the
half-length of the panel, and group 2,9,15,22 attached to a board near a cleated end. b Group of strain gauges 1,10,14,23 attached to a cleated end,
together with the corresponding relative humidity profile imposed, taken from Fig. 6a

15,22
2,9

19
6

a

14,23
1,10

b

Fig. 8 Time evolution of horizontal strains in mock-up B for a selection of strain gauges. a Group of strain gauges 6,19 attached to a board at the
half-length of the panel, and group 2,9,15,22 attached to a board near a cleated end. b Group of strain gauges 1,10,14,23 attached to a cleated end,
together with the corresponding relative humidity profile imposed, taken from Fig. 6b
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During the first 7 days the relative humidity was kept
fixed at 60%, whereby the strain profiles shown in Figs. 7
and 8 for mock-ups A and B remained approximately
constant. After 7 days the relative humidity was lowered
to 20% in a single step for mock-up A, and in eight separate steps of 5% for mock-up B. It can be observed that
the slopes of the strain profiles measured for mock-up
A initially are high, but gradually decrease to relatively
small values observed at the end of the hygral loading
process, indicating that the final response of mock-up
A is close to the time-independent steady-state limit.
Mock-up B experiences incremental changes in deformation each time the relative humidity is lowered by 5%,
which causes the overall trend of the strain curves to be
different from that for mock-up A. The final strain values
of the two mock-ups are comparable, and are the largest
for strain gauge group 6,19 attached to one of the three
boards at the half-length of the panel, followed by strain
gauge group 2,9,15,22 attached to one of the boards near
a cleated end, and finally the group 1,10,14,23 attached
to a cleated end. This clearly indicates that the restraining effect by the cleated end on the local deformation
response of the substrate decreases with increasing distance from the cleated end. The relatively small horizontal deformations measured on the cleated ends are mainly
due to the coefficient of hygroscopic expansion in the
5,7
2,3

19
6

a

8
4

longitudinal material direction of the oak wooden cleated
ends being more than 10 times smaller than that in the
radial material direction of the oak wooden boards [27].
Note finally that the strain measurements within a strain
gauge group show some spread in value, which may be
mainly ascribed to the spatial heterogeneity of the oak
wood microstructure.
The time evolutions of the local panel displacements
measured by the LVDTs are depicted in Fig. 9a and b
for mock-ups A and B, respectively. From a comparison
with Figs. 7 and 8, it can be confirmed that the horizontal
displacements (recorded by LVDT 2, 6) follow a similar
trend as that recorded by the horizontal strain gauges.
The final displacements measured across an individual
oak wooden board (as obtained by LVDT 2, 6) are comparable to those following from multiplying the local
values measured by strain gauges at similar locations
(i.e., SG 6, 19) with the corresponding nominal LVDT
width. The relative differences between these global and
local deformation measures for the two mock-ups fall
in between 3 and 35%, and indicate that the deformation across a board is not ideally uniform, due to the heterogeneity of the oak wood microstructure. It is further
noted that for mock-up B the horizontal displacements
measured at the back side of the panel (LVDT 5, 6 and
7) are up to 34% lower compared to the corresponding
5,7
2,3

19
6

8
4

b

Fig. 9 Time evolution of displacements in mock-ups A (a) and B (b). The LVDT numbers refer to the measurement locations indicated in Fig. 5a
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displacements at the front side of the panel (LVDT 1, 2
and 3), see Fig. 9b. This difference may be ascribed to
the fact that the left board of mock-up B is not ideally
quarter-sawn, as a result of which the material orientation rotates counter clockwise going from the right side
to the left side of the board, see Fig. 10. Consequently, the
board is subjected to some warping, induced by a lower
shrinkage at the back side than at the front side. Finally, it
shows that the vertical displacements of the oak wooden
R

board measured by LVDT 4 and 8 are negligible, which
results from the fact that the coefficient of hygroscopic
expansion in the longitudinal material direction of the
oak wooden board (= vertical panel direction) is more
than 10 times smaller than in its radial material direction
(= horizontal panel direction).
The time-averages of all strain measurements shown in
the overview in Fig. 5a are calculated in accordance with
Eq. (1), and depicted in Fig. 11 by means of the average

front side

R

R

R

T

R

T

back side

R

front side

T

T

R

R
T

T
deformed geometry

back side

T

original geometry

T

Fig. 10 Spatial variation in the orientation of R–T material axes in the not perfectly quarter-sawn left board of mock-up B, together with a
schematic representation of the resulting warping under a drop in relative humidity. The warped shape of the board has been validated by means
of a finite element simulation not presented here for brevity

15,22
2,9

16,24
3,11

18,26
5,13

19
6

20
7

21
8

14,23
1,10

17,25
4,12

Fig. 11 Overview of the time-averaged strain per strain gauge group. The numbers along the horizontal axis define the strain gauge groups and
correspond to the measurement locations indicated in Fig. 5a. The squares and circles indicate the mean values for mock-ups A and B, respectively.
The bars indicate the minimal and maximal time-averaged strains recorded at specific locations within a strain gauge group. Note that strain gauge
group 3,11,16,24 was only used on mock-up A
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per strain gauge group. As already explained, a strain
gauge group is composed of strain gauges positioned at
similar measurement locations. It can be observed that
the time-averaged strains recorded for mock-up A are
always substantially larger than those for mock-up B, see
Fig. 11. This clearly results from the less abrupt decrease
in relative humidity for mock-up B, whereby the deformation generated develops in a more gradual fashion,
see also Figs. 7 and 8, leading to a lower value for the
time-averaged strain ǫa. Note that all time-averaged
strain values are negative, generally reflecting a shrinkage behaviour of the panel. The strain values observed at
the half-length of the panel, i.e., the values measured by
strain gauge groups 6,19, 7,20 and 8,21 are similar, which
illustrates that it is insignificant whether the strain gauge
is located on a single board, or on two adjacent boards
thereby crossing a glue connection. Accordingly, it may
be concluded that the glue does not fail, and that the elastic stiffness of the glue connection is much larger than
of the oak wood itself (so that it does not influence the
deformation behaviour of the panel). The same conclusion may be drawn after comparing the horizontal strains
of the strain gauge groups 2,9,15,22, 3,11,16,24 and

15,22
2,9

16,24
3,11

18,26
5,13

19
6

5,13,18,26 located on boards near a cleated end. Also,
the vertical strain gauges across the glue joint between
the cleated end and the boards, i.e., strain gauge group
4,12,17,25, did not give an indication of failure of the
glue connection; the strain values measured by this strain
gauge group almost completely result from the deformation of the cleated end in the radial material direction.
In addition to the computation of the mean value of
the time-averaged strains over a strain gauge group, the
mean value of the final strain (i.e., the strain value at
the end of the hygral loading process) has been derived
from the strain measurements, see Fig. 12. The final
shrinkage strain obviously has a larger value than the
time-averaged shrinkage strain plotted in Fig. 11. Further, moderate to small differences appear in the values
recorded for mock-ups A and B; this indicates that the
final deformations of the mock-up only slightly depend
on how the overall drop in 40% relative humidity is
applied in time. The largest value of the final shrinkage strain occurs at the half-length of the panel, i.e., at
the strain gauge groups 6,19, 7,20 and 8,21, at which
location the restraining effect by the cleated end is
expected to be negligible (which will be confirmed in

20
7

21
8

14,23
1,10

17,25
4,12

Fig. 12 Overview of the final strain per strain gauge group. The numbers along the horizontal axis define the strain gauge groups and correspond
to the measurement locations indicated in Fig. 5a. The squares and circles indicate the mean values for mock-ups A and B, respectively. The bars
indicate the minimal and maximal final strains recorded at specific locations within a strain gauge group. Note that strain gauge group 3,11,16,24
was only used on mock-up A
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the “Experimental results mock-ups C, D, E and F” section). The values measured by these strain gauge groups
lie between − 0.43 and − 0.67% , which, in accordance
with a panel width of 546 mm, relates to a horizontal
shortage of the panel between 2.3 and 3.7 mm. Near the
cleated ends, i.e., at the strain gauge groups 2,9,15,22,
3,11,16,24 and 5,13,18,26, the final shrinkage strains
in the substrate are almost a factor of two lower, in
between − 0.23 and −0.41% . The final shrinkage strain
measured on the cleated ends, i.e., at the strain gauge
group 1,10,14,23, is the lowest, and varies between
− 0.13 and − 0.18% , which is mainly due to the relatively
small hygroscopic expansion coefficient in the longitudinal material direction of the cleated end. A more
detailed interpretation of the local shrinkage strains
and their relation to the occurrence of damage in the
panel is provided in the next section.
Restrained shrinkage and risk of damage

The spatial variety in the shrinkage strains measured
across the panel may have different origins. Consider, for
example, the strain responses plotted in Fig. 7a and b for
strain gauges SG6 and SG10 attached to mock-up A and
oriented in the radial and longitudinal material directions of the oak wood, respectively (see Fig. 5a), or the
displacement responses illustrated in Fig. 9a, measured
by LVDT 3 and 4 in the radial and longitudinal material
directions, respectively. The reason that the deformation
in the radial material direction here is larger than in the
longitudinal material direction can be mainly ascribed to
the considerable difference of a factor of 10 in the corresponding hygroscopic expansion coefficients of orthotropic oak wood [27]. Other aspects that can be seen
as a cause for the difference in the amount of shrinkage
observed on the panel surfaces are the mock-up composition, the local wood density (a large annual ring
width results in more shrinkage than a small annual ring
width), a variation in moisture content across the thickness of the panel, and the appearance of spatial changes
in the orthotropic material directions (e.g., not perfectly
quarter-sawn boards and the presence of conical or spiral
grain directions).
In order to explore how local differences in shrinkage
behaviour may influence the susceptibility of the panel to

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

damage, it is useful to consider the in-plane response of
the hygro-elastic bi-layer illustrated in Fig. 13. The two
layers constructing the bi-layer are orthotropic, initially
stress-free, and are connected by a coherent (= fully sticking) interface. The in-plane hygro-mechanical behaviour
of the orthotropic bi-layer is characterized by the elastic(i) (i)
(i)
ity parameters Ex , Ez and νzx , the hygroscopic expansion
(i)
(i)
coefficients βx and βz , and the layer heights h(i), with the
indices i = 1, 2 designating the individual layers. Driven by
a change in moisture content ∆m(i) (defined as the mass
of moisture per unit volume divided by the mass of dry
material per unit volume), layer-wise uniform stresses
(i)
are generated. The normal stresses σxx can be computed
by starting from static equilibrium of the bi-layer in
x-direction:
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
σxx
h + σxx
h = 0.

In addition, the total axial
layer may be decomposed
m,(i)
hygroscopic part ǫxx :
(i)
e,(i)
m,(i)
ǫxx
= ǫxx
+ ǫxx

(3)

(i)

e,(i)
ǫxx
=

σxx

Ex(i)

m,(i)
ǫxx
= βx(i) ∆m(i) ,

and

(4)

while under plane-strain conditions (i.e., ǫzz = 0) these
two strains follow as


(i)
(i)
E
σ
x
xx
(i) 2
(i) (i)
e,(i)
) (i) + νzx
βz ∆m(i) and
ǫxx
= (i) 1 − (νzx
Ex
Ez
m,(i)
= βx(i) ∆m(i) .
ǫxx

(5)

The first expression in Eq. (5) has been obtained by making use of the symmetry condition νxz Ez = νzx Ex of the
orthotropic elastic tensor. Inserting either Eq. (5) or Eq.
(4) for each of the two layers into Eq. (3), followed by

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

E x, E z, νzx , βx, βz
Fig. 13 Orthotropic hygro-elastic bi-layer composed of layers (1) and (2)

i = 1, 2,

with

where the superindex m used for the hygroscopic strain
refers to “moisture”. Under plane-stress conditions (i.e.,
σzz = 0), the elastic and hygroscopic strains in each layer
can be derived from the general constitutive expressions
for an orthotropic hygro-elastic continuum as

E x, E z, νzx(1), βx, βz
(2)

(2)

(i)
strain ǫxx experienced by each
e,(i)
into an elastic part ǫxx and a

(1)

h

y

(2)

h

z

x
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equating the two resulting expressions and invoking Eq.
(i)
(2), allows for computing the stresses σxx in each layer as
(2)

(1)
σxx
=
(2)
σxx

=

(1)

(1) (2)

(β̄x ∆m(2) − β̄x ∆m(1) )h(2) Ēx Ēx
h(1) Ēx(1) + h(2) Ēx(2)
(1)
(1) h
−σxx
(2)

h

,

(6)

,

where under plane-stress conditions the effective stiffness
Ēx(i) and the effective hygroscopic expansion coefficient
β̄x(i) of a layer are given by

Ēx(i) = Ex(i)

and

β̄x(i) = βx(i) ,

(7)

while under plane-strain conditions these parameters are
(i)

Ēx(i) =

Ex

 (i)
(i) 2 Ex
1 − νzx
(i)
Ez


(i)
(i) βz
1 + νzx (i) βx(i) .
βx


β̄x(i) =

and

(8)

Equation (6) shows that the two layers develop stresses
under the following two basic types of conditions: Type
1, where the change in moisture content in each layer is
different, ∆m(1) � = ∆m(2), but their effective coefficients
(2)
(1)
of hygroscopic expansion are equal, β̄x = β̄x , and Type
2, where the change in moisture content in both layers
is equal, ∆m(1) = ∆m(2), but the effective hygroscopic
(2)
(1)
expansion coefficients are different, β̄x � = β̄x . Trivially,
combinations of these two basic cases, i.e., mutual differences in both the moisture content and the effective coefficient of hygroscopic expansion, will also lead to stresses
in the layers, in accordance with the general condition
β̄x(1) ∆m(1) � = β̄x(2) ∆m(2). It can be further observed from
Eq. (6) that the stresses in the two layers have an opposite
sign, i.e., if one layer is subjected to compression (characterized by a negative sign of the stress), the other layer is
subjected to tension (characterized by a positive sign of
the stress).
The result given by Eq. (6) can be used for identifying
the origin of locally restrained hygral shrinkage in the
panel, and its effect upon crack formation. For mock-ups
A and B, restrained hygral shrinkage may originate from:
(i) a difference in moisture content across the thickness
direction of the boards, i.e., Type 1 shrinkage, or (ii) a
directional difference in the coefficients of hygroscopic
expansion of structural components forming a coherent connection, i.e., Type 2 shrinkage. Type 1 shrinkage
occurs in the outer regions of the board thickness; these

regions initially experience a relatively fast decrease in
moisture content upon a decreasing relative humidity
at the front and back sides of the board, while the inner
core of the board has not (yet) experienced a noticeable change in moisture concentration. When considering one of these outer regions as layer 1 and half of the
core of the boards as layer 2 (thereby making use of the
symmetry across the thickness direction), in accordance
with Eq. (6) this results into a tensile stress in the outer
regions of the board thickness and a compressive stress
at the core, see also the qualitative sketch in Fig. 14. Conversely, Type 2 shrinkage occurs at the cleated ends of a
panel, where the longitudinal (grain) direction of the oak
wood representing the cleated end is oriented perpendicular to that of the connecting boards composing the
substrate. The coefficient of hygroscopic expansion in
the radial material direction of the boards is larger than
in the longitudinal material direction of the cleated end.
When interpreting the cleated end as layer 1 and the
upper region of the boards adjacent to the cleated end
as layer 2, in accordance with Eq. (6) the boards will be
subjected to tension and the cleated end will be loaded
in compression, see also the qualitative sketch in Fig. 15.

tension
compression

T

tension

R

Fig. 14 Restrained hygral shrinkage originating from a difference in
moisture content across the thickness direction of a board, i.e., Type 1
shrinkage. The solid lines indicate the original dimension of the board,
whereas the dotted lines represent the dimensional change upon
drying. The radial and tangential material directions are indicated by
the letters R and T respectively

compression
tension

Free shrinkage

Restrained shrinkage

Fig. 15 Free hygral shrinkage (left) and restrained hygral shrinkage
(right). The restrained hygral shrinkage originates from a difference in
the coefficient of hygroscopic expansion of structural components
forming a connection, i.e., Type 2 shrinkage. The solid grey lines
indicate the original dimensions of the board, whereas the solid black
lines represent the dimensional change upon hygral shrinkage
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Table 2 Elasticity
parameters
(taken
from
[28])
and hygroscopic expansion coefficients (taken from [27])
in the longitudinal (L) and radial (R) material directions
of oak wood
Elasticity parameters

EL [N/mm2 ]
2

ER [N/mm ]
Hygroscopic expansion coefficients

12,800
1600

νLR [–]

0.35

βL [-]

0.016

βR [–]

0.19

Correspondingly, the glued tongue-and-grove joints
between the boards and cleated ends will be loaded in
shear and the glued butt joints between the boards will
be loaded in tension.
In order to compute the tensile stresses in the mockups for both types of restrained hygral shrinkage, the
material parameters for oak wood as listed in Table 2 are
used. Here, the elastic moduli are adopted from [28] and
the hygroscopic expansion coefficients are taken from
[27]. Starting with the analysis of Type 1 shrinkage across
the thickness of the oak wooden boards, it is assumed
that the oak wood at the half-length of the boards is subjected to plane-strain conditions in the length (= vertical) direction of the panel, in correspondence with the
negligible deformations measured by LVDT 4 and 8 in
the length direction of mock-ups A and B, see Fig. 9.
The x- and z-directions of the bi-layer thus correspond
to the radial and longitudinal material directions of the
oak wooden boards, respectively. Consider now a drop
in relative humidity from 60 to 20%, which relates to a
maximal drop in moisture content in the oak wood from
0.089 to 0.051, in accordance with the values at points A
and B in Fig. 16 (these values will be further discussed in
the “Moisture content development” section). Under the
assumption that the maximal drop in moisture content
takes place in the outer quarter regions across the board
thickness h, i.e., ∆m(1) = 0.059 − 0.089 = − 0.038 for
h(1) = h/4 , and the moisture content of the inner core of
the boards does not change, i.e., ∆m(2) = 0 for h(2) = h/4
(representing half of the symmetrical inner core), Eq. (6)
provides a tensile stress in the outer quarter region of
(1)
= 6.0 N/mm2. This tensile stress lies below the valσxx
ues for the tensile strength (measured perpendicular to
the grain direction) of new oak wood (≈ 21 N/mm2) and
seventeenth century oak wood (≈ 12 N/mm2) reported
in [28]. Note hereby that the latter strength value is substantially lower, which is the result of aging effects. From
these strength data it may be concluded that under the
current Type 1 shrinkage conditions cracking indeed
does not occur, also not if the panel tested would have
been made of (weaker) seventeenth century oak wood.
The horizontal shrinkage strain under the above Type 1

Fig. 16 Moisture hysteresis behaviour of oak wood. The boundary
curves reflecting time-independent (steady-state) hygral equilibrium
are indicated by dashed lines, and were determined by means of
sorption tests. The desorption scanning curve indicated by a solid line
is constructed with the hysteresis model presented in [29]

conditions can be computed from Eqs. (3) and (5), and
for both layers equals ǫxx = − 0.37%. Obviously, this
shrinkage strain lies below the range of final horizontal
shrinkage strains of − 0.6% to − 0.7% that was measured
for mock-up A at strain gauge groups 6,19, 7,20 and
8,21, see Fig. 12. The reason for this is that the measured
final shrinkage strain is expected to agree closely to the
steady-state situation, whereby the board has undergone sufficient time to accommodate for the maximal
drop in moisture content across its complete thickness,
i.e., ∆m(1) = ∆m(2) = − 0.038. Indeed, with a uniform
coefficient of hygroscopic expansion across the board
thickness, Eq. (6) confirms that the stresses relax to zero,
(2)
(1)
= 0, which, with Eqs. (3) and (5), leads to a
= σxx
σxx
maximal final horizontal shrinkage strain of the layers of
ǫxx = − 0.74% (= β̄x ∆m = β̄x (mB − mA )). This value for
the final shrinkage strain is only slightly larger than the
measured values plotted in Fig. 12.
For a Type 2 shrinkage analysis at the cleated ends, a
plane-stress assumption is taken, in agreement with the
limited thickness of the cleated ends and the boards in
the out-of-plane direction. Hence, in the bi-layer model
the stress response only depends on the material characteristics in the x-direction, see Eqs. (6) and (7). The elastic moduli and the hygroscopic expansion coefficients are
again taken from Table 2, whereby the x-direction of the
bi-layer is represented by the longitudinal direction of the
oak wooden cleated end (= layer (1)), and by the radial
direction of the oak wooden boards (= layer (2)). The
effective height h(2) across which the oak wooden board
substantially contributes to the local hygral-mechanical
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equilibrium near the cleated end is assumed to be equal
to the height h(1) of the cleated end. Under a maximal
drop in moisture content of ∆m(1) = ∆m(2) = − 0.038,
Eq. (6) provides a tensile stress in the oak wooden board
(2)
of σxx = 9.4 N/mm2. With this result, the total horizontal shrinkage strain in the layers from Eq. (3) is calculated as ǫxx = − 0.13%, which is indeed comparable
to the total final shrinkage strain measured for mockup A on the cleated end, see Fig. 12 for the strain gauge
group 1,10,14,23. This agreement confirms that the above
assumption for the effective height h(2) of the oak wooden
board is realistic. Note that the above tensile stress does
not exceed the tensile strength of new oak wood of
21 N/mm2 (measured perpendicular to the grain direction), as reported in [28]; however, the stress has a magnitude relatively close to the reported tensile strength of
12 N/mm2 for seventeenth century oak wood, which, considering a realistic spread in the material properties for
oak wood, thus potentially may lead to crack formation
comparable to that observed near cleated ends of seventeenth century historical cabinets displayed in museums,
see Fig. 2. Alternatively, this value for the tensile stress
may reach the strength of the glue connecting the oak
wooden boards, thereby leading to failure of a glue joint.
As illustrated by the experimental deformations
depicted in Fig. 9, the hygral shrinkage of the door panels
tested appeared to occur predominantly in the horizontal

direction. This supports the in-situ observation of Type
2 shrinkage cracks emerging mainly along the vertical
direction of historical cabinet doors, see Fig. 2, i.e., perpendicular to the horizontal direction in which restrained
hygral shrinkage leads to the development of significant
tensile stresses in the panel substrate.
It must be emphasized that the basic bi-layer model
sketched in Fig. 13 considers the stresses to be uniform in
each layer, which provides an adequate estimate of the risk
of climate-induced damage in a door panel if the spatial
variations of stress within a layer are moderate too small.
Essentially, the predictions following from Eq. (6) are useful for obtaining a first estimate of the risk of damage; a
more detailed insight into this aspect requires the performance of advanced finite element analyses, in which
climate-induced damage in oak wood panels is simulated
by means of a coupled thermal–hygral–mechanical model
that accounts for nucleation and propagation of discrete
cracks. This type of analysis, however, falls beyond the
scope of the present work, and is subject of future work.
Moisture content development

The time evolutions of the moisture content, measured at
five different locations at the core of the boards of mockups A and B, are depicted in Fig. 17a and b, respectively.
During the first 7 days of testing the relative humidity

1,2

3,4,5

1,2

3,4,5

1
2

3
4
5

1
2

3
4
5

a

b

Fig. 17 Time evolution of moisture contents in mock-ups A (a) and B (b). The numbers refer to the measurement locations indicated in Fig. 5a
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was kept constant, during which the moisture content
only slightly varies in value, and for the five sensors lies
in between 8.0 and 8.8%. Since it was confirmed that the
relative humidity in the climate room was homogeneous,
this spread in values is likely to be caused by spatial heterogeneities of the oak wood microstructure. After the initial
stage, the relative humidity is lowered in an instantaneous
(mock-up A) and stepwise (mock-up B) manner from 60
to 20%, as a result of which the moisture content in the
panels decreases towards values between 6.9 and 7.7%.
The recorded decrease in moisture content can be compared to the values represented by the points A and B
on the steady-state boundary curves depicted in Fig. 16.
Sorption experiments were performed for the construction of these boundary curves and for the calibration of
the depicted desorption scanning curve. The adsorption
boundary curve provides an equilibrium moisture content of 8.9% at a relative humidity of 60%, see point A in
Fig. 16, which lies somewhat above the range of initial
moisture contents measured in the panels, see Fig. 17.
Upon lowering the relative humidity towards 20%, the
moisture content in Fig. 16 smoothly decreases along the
desorption scanning curve towards an equilibrium moisture content of 5.1% on the desorption boundary curve,
as indicated by point B in Fig. 16. It can be observed that
this value lies approximately a factor of 1.5 below the
range of final moisture contents recorded in the panels, see Fig. 17. The almost horizontal slopes observed
at the end of the curves in Fig. 17 nevertheless suggest
that these final moisture contents closely correspond to
a steady state of hygroscopic equilibrium. The difference
of a factor of 1.5 in equilibrium moisture content may
be due to the reliability of the moisture sensors: unfortunately some inaccuracies caused by signal interference,
signal instability and the influence of the electric current
on the measured moisture content did appear during the
testing procedure.
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profile applied. The maximal shrinkage strain at the halflength of the board is − 0.16%, which is 3 to 4 times lower
than the maximum shrinkage strain of mock-up A under
an instantaneous drop in relative humidity of 40%, see
Fig. 7a.
In Fig. 19a–d the time evolution of the horizontal displacements recorded by the LVDTs sketched in the overview of Fig. 5b are depicted for mock-ups C, D, E and F,
respectively. Clearly, the displacements develop along
a similar trend as the strains depicted in Fig. 18. For
mock-ups D and F the displacements of LVDT 1 and 5,
measured near a cleated end across almost the complete
width of the oak wood substrate, have a maximal value
close to 0.6 mm, while for the mock-ups C and E without
cleated ends this displacement approaches 1.2 mm. In
other words, the presence of cleated ends locally reduces
the horizontal deformation of the adjacent substrate by a
factor of two. Further, the displacements recorded across
an individual board (i.e., LVDT 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8) are one
third to one half of the displacements recorded across the
whole substrate (i.e., LVDT 1, 5), which is in correspondence with the substrate being constructed of three boards
with some variation in width, see Table 1.
The time responses measured by the strain gauges
other than SG6 and SG17 appear to follow a similar
trend as those depicted in Fig. 18, and are not illustrated
here for brevity. Instead, the time-averaged strains of the
strain gauges ǫa, averaged per strain gauge group, are
depicted in Fig. 20. For reasons of comparison, this is

17
6

Experimental results mock‑ups C, D, E and F
Deformation response

Mock-ups C to F were exposed to a relative humidity
profile ranging between 35 and 71%, see Fig. 6c. Here, the
configuration of mock-up D and F are the same as that
of mock-ups A and B, while mock-ups C and E do not
have cleated ends, and mock-ups E and F are constructed
with veneer layers at the front and back sides of the substrate, see Fig. 3. The horizontal strain response measured at the half-length of the central board of mock-up D,
as monitored by strain gauges SG6 and SG17, see Fig. 5b,
is illustrated in Fig. 18, together with the relative humidity profile applied. It is observed that the signals recorded
by the two strain gauges are virtually equal, and roughly
follow the same trend as that of the relative humidity

Fig. 18 Time evolution of horizontal strains in mock-up D for strain
gauges 6,17 attached to the central board at the half-length of the
panel, see Fig. 5b, together with the relative humidity profile imposed
(taken from Fig. 6c)
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Fig. 19 Time evolution of displacements in mock-ups C (a), D (b), E (c) and F (d). The LVDT numbers refer to the measurement locations indicated
in Fig. 5b
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Fig. 20 Overview of the time-averaged strain per strain gauge group. The square, circle, triangle and diamond symbols indicate the mean values for
mock-ups C, D, E and F, respectively. The bars indicate the minimal and maximal time-averaged strain values. The numbers along the horizontal axis
define the strain gauge groups and correspond to the measurement locations indicated in Fig. 5b

done for all four mock-ups C, D, E and F. In accordance
with the measurement scheme depicted in Fig. 5b, there
are five strain gauge groups monitoring horizontal strains
and two groups monitoring vertical strains.
Consistent with the results obtained for mock-ups
A and B, for mock-ups D and F the horizontal shrinkage strain at the half-length of the panel (i.e., at strain
gauge groups 6,17 and 5,7,16,18) is substantially larger—
approximately a factor of two—than the horizontal
shrinkage strain close to the cleated ends (i.e., at strain
gauge groups 1,11,12,22, 2,9,10,13,20,21 and 3,14). In
contrast, for mock-ups C and E without the cleated ends
these strains are approximately equal, which again illustrates the restraining effect by the cleated end on local
deformations in the panel. In addition, the horizontal
shrinkage strains recorded at the centre of the panel are
similar for the mock-ups with and without cleated ends,
which confirms the earlier hypothesis that at the halflength of the panel the restraining effect by the cleated
end on the deformation behaviour is negligible. It can be
further noticed that the spread in strain values measured
on mock-ups E and F with veneer layers is considerably
larger than for mock-ups C and D without veneer layers. Hence, the addition of veneer layers increases the
variability in the local deformation behaviour of a panel.
On average, the horizontal shrinkage strains for the panels with veneer layers are slightly larger than those for

panels without veneer layers; this is caused by the fact
that the hygroscopic expansion coefficient of the teak
veneer layers in the tangential material direction (=
horizontal panel direction) is larger than that of the oak
substrate in the radial material direction (= horizontal
panel direction). In accordance with the bi-layer model
in Fig. 13 and Eq. (6), at the half-length of the panel this
Type 2 shrinkage mechanism will induce a horizontal
tensile stress in the veneer layer and a (small) horizontal
compressive stress in the oak wood. This horizontal tensile stress indeed stimulates the development of vertical
cracks in veneer layers, as regularly observed for historical cabinets [10]. These vertical cracks may subsequently
deflect into delaminating cracks between the veneer layer
and the substrate, with the chance of local spallation (i.e.,
flaking off ) of the veneer layer. This failure mechanism is
amplified by bending effects (warping) in the panel, see
[30] for more details.
Since the spreads in strain values for the panels with
and without veneer layers generally overlap, the influence by the veneer layers on the shrinkage behaviour
of the substrate may be considered insignificant. This
minor influence can be ascribed to the limited thickness
of the veneer layers of 0.5 mm, see Table 1, which only
represents 6% of the total panel thickness of 15.52 mm.
It can be further seen that the strain values measured on
an individual board are comparable to those measured
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across the glue connection between two adjacent boards.
This again confirms that the glue connections do not
noticeably influence the local deformations of the oak
wooden board. Finally, as also observed for mock-ups A
and B, the recorded vertical strain values (i.e., at strain
gauge groups 4,15 and 8,19) typically are smaller than the
horizontal strain values, with the strain value measured
at the centre of the panel being close to zero.
For brevity reasons, the final strain ǫf per strain gauge
group, as depicted in Fig. 12 for mock-ups A and B,
will not be shown for mock-ups C to F; this information appears to be comparable to that of the time-averaged strain depicted in Fig. 20, which may be ascribed
to the smooth variations in the relative humidity profile
imposed, see Fig. 6c.
Moisture content development

The development of the moisture content with time is
illustrated in Fig. 21 at two different locations in mock-up
D, together with the relative humidity profile imposed.
The moisture sensors MC 1 and MC 2 are attached to a
board at the half-length of the panel and near a cleated
end, respectively, see Fig. 5b. Note that both moisture
profiles start at a value relatively close to the equilibrium
moisture content of 8.9%, as following from the adsorption boundary curve depicted in Fig. 16. The trends measured by the sensors clearly are comparable, and roughly
follow the trend of the relative humidity profile applied.
Note that the shortest fluctuations in relative humidity
do not affect the moisture content profiles, which is due

1

2

Fig. 21 Time evolution of moisture content in mock-up D, together
with the relative humidity profile imposed (taken from Fig. 6c). The
numbers refer to the measurement locations indicated in Fig. 5b

to the characteristic minimal time it takes for the moisture to diffuse from the surface to the core of the board
(which is where the sensors measure the signal). Since
the moisture profiles for mock-ups C, E and F are similar
to the profile of mock-up D, these are not illustrated here.
Nonetheless, from this similarity it can be concluded that
the presence of cleated ends and veneer layers does not
significantly influence the moisture content development
in the substrate.

Conclusions
The experimental study reported in this communication has led to several important insights and conclusions on the hygro-mechanical response of cabinet door
panels under relative humidity fluctuations, which are
summarized below. These conclusions provide a scientific basis for the understanding of shrinkage cracks and
dimensional changes observed on decorated oak wooden
panels in historical Dutch cabinets, and thus may assist
in advising museums on future sustainable preservation strategies and rational guidelines for indoor climate
specifications.
1. Restrained hygral shrinkage observed in cabinet door
panels can be a source of damage formation. As demonstrated by means of a hygro-mechanical bi-layer model,
this shrinkage may originate from: (i) a difference in
moisture content across the thickness direction of the
panel, referred to as Type 1 shrinkage, or (ii) a directional
difference in the coefficients of hygroscopic expansion of
structural components forming a coherent connection,
referred to as Type 2 shrinkage. Type 1 shrinkage occurs
in the outer regions of the panel thickness, whereas Type
2 shrinkage takes place at the cleated ends of a panel.
2. Under a maximally applied decrease in relative
humidity of 40%, the panels tested did not show any
shrinkage cracking in the oak wood or the glue connections, no matter whether this decrease in relative humidity was applied abruptly or in a more gradual, step-wise
fashion. By means of a basic analytical bi-layer model
it has been demonstrated that the local tensile stresses
developing in the panels under restrained hygral shrinkage indeed were lower than the tensile strength of new
oak wood perpendicular to the grain direction, as
reported recently in [28]. Nonetheless, the tensile stress
generated near the cleated end—as a result of Type 2
shrinkage—is comparable to the tensile strength of seventeenth century oak wood reported in [28], which possibly explains the crack formation regularly observed near
cleated ends in seventeenth century historical cabinets,
see Fig. 2. Alternatively, these cracks may result from the
local tensile stress reaching the fracture strength of the
(aging) historic glue connecting the oak wooden boards,
leading to failure of a glue joint.
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3. The presence of cleated ends locally reduces the horizontal (Type 2) shrinkage of the substrate by approximately a factor of two, regardless of the features of the
humidity profile applied. Together with the above conclusions (1) and (2), this experimental result supports
the observation from the museum study reported in [25]
that historical door panels with and without cleated ends
respectively show the most and least damage.
4. The presence of teak veneer layers induces a Type 2
shrinkage mechanism via its connection to the oak wood
substrate below. At the half-length of the panel this leads
to a horizontal tensile stress developing in the veneer
layer and a (small) horizontal compressive stress evolving in the oak wood. This horizontal tensile stress indeed
stimulates the development of vertical cracks in veneer
layers, as regularly observed for historical cabinets [10].
5. The hygral shrinkage of the mock-ups tested predominantly occurred in the horizontal direction. This supports
the in-situ observation of Type 2 shrinkage cracks emerging mainly in the vertical direction of historical cabinet
doors, see Fig. 2, i.e., perpendicular to the horizontal
direction in which restrained hygral shrinkage may induce
significant tensile stresses in the panel substrate.
6. A few mock-ups experienced some warping under
the relative humidity variations applied. This is caused
by the fact that the boards composing the panel substrate
were not always ideally quarter-sawn, which resulted in
different amounts of shrinkage at the back and front sides
of the board. This may explain the warping observed in
door panels of seventeenth century cabinets displayed in
museums [10].
As a final note, it is mentioned that a detailed study
of the damage generated by restrained hygral shrinkage in oak wooden panels requires the performance of
advanced finite element analyses, in which a coupled
thermal–hygral–mechanical modelling approach is used
that accounts for the nucleation and propagation of discrete cracks. This type of analysis, however, falls beyond
the scope of the present work, and will be presented in a
forthcoming publication.
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